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QUOTATION NOTICE

Sealed competitive quotations are
invited for the supply of the following
chemicals' The name of chemicals
and the approximate quantity for
the year 2o2l22 are listed below:
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Aluminium Phosnh ide \6ot
tsetacyfluthrin 2.45% SC
Bromadiolor. bi5% CB
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Approximate

Litres

2000 Kgs

3ooLitres

Litres ----._._.-.-.--.--5ooLitres
-15oo Litres
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DDY P /6Yo EC (DOOM)
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ljeltamethrin 2. 5o/o SC
uettamethrin 2.5yo Wp
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-500 Litres
-500 Kgs
500
- Litres
1000 lt.t

Ulyphosate 41% SL
Imidachio prid 30.5% SC
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500 ltrs

ryrethrum Extract 2% MIM
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Cockroach
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Imrdachloprid
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2l% wlw +

Betacyfluthrin lO.5% wlw
SC (Bed bugs control)

200 ltrs
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200 Litres
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The terms & conditions to satisfv the quotations will be as follows:
1. Though the approximate quantity is listed, required quantity
purchased on piece meal basis.
2. The rate per

will

be

Kg/Litre for each chemical should be quoted inclusive of GST.

The Security deposit @25% will be deducted towards each chemical from
the bill of the first consignment.

a

4. The products should be supplied within 10 days on receipt of confirmed
order at Head Office or any of our warehouses of KSWC at your cost.

5. The Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) should be enclosed along with
the quotation.

6. Name of manufacturing company of the product should

be mentioned in the

quotation.

7. The copy of CIB/ISO certificate should be enclosed along with

the

quotation.

B.

case the material is found defective
replaced by you free of cost.

In

at destination, the same will

be

g. The Corporation may at its discretion draw random samples in respect of
supplies, made and get them tested by any recognized laboratory.
10.The lab testing charges shail be borne by the supplier. If the consignment is
found to be not conforming to the standards or found inferior in quality it is
liable to be rejected and loss sustained by the Corporation on account of it

will have to be made good by the supplier.

Head Office : - P. B. No.1727,Warehousing Corporation Road, Kochi - 682 016

Phon: :0484 -2375537,2376269,2375180, 2376616" Fax :0484 - 2376339
E-mail: kerwacor@gmail.corh, Website : www.kerwacor.com
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1.The rate shall remain valid during the contract period.

l2.The chemical shall be supplied within l0 days on receipt of the supply order.
In case the supplies are delayed, the Corporation can make good any loss
arising out of such delay by forfeiting the security deposit or any other
suitable means.

13.The last date for the acceptance of the quotations will be on or before
30.03 .2021 at 230 p.m at the office of the undersigned.
14. Quotations will be opened at 3.00p.m on the same day in the presence of the
quotationers present, if any.

15.The bill in duplicate may be submitted for effecting payment and the
payment will be made only after satisfactory supply of the chemical.
16.Kerala State Warehousing Corporation reseryes the right to accept or reject
any or all of the quotations, without assigning any reason whatsoever.

For more details contact.
MANAGER (r&QC)
PH.NO.0 484-237 5537 1237 6269
E-mail : kswcq ua litycontrol@gmail.com

ANACIN
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